
F. OATES OF SURVEY 

The actual survey in the New York Bight area began 31 October and ended 
on 27 1'\Jovember 1979. 

G. TllJE HEUUCEf-1S 

Field reduction of each day's data was accomplished using predicted tides 
for reference station Sandy Hook, New Jersey, with the following correctors 
applied: 

lTE1V1 HEIGHT RA TIO 

5 X0.98 

H. JUNC rlui'\JS Al'\JD SPLITS 

There were no junctions and splits during this proj~ct. . 
o,,., f_?/,'t e,,;,& <'>n At;? .s,.,.o,;;!I, "1!.P s-6~ . ~ 5.,,.,_ 7'-i~ ;f;v,~..> · 

I. lhlCvrv\PLE fE:. l fEMS 

Under the Project Instructions a total ot nine (9) items were to be 
surveyed. Item 115 was completed. 1\Jo other assigned items were investigated by 
wire drag during the period the ships were in the project area. 

J. CURRENTS ANU Wl1\JDS 

All wire drag strips, except one, were run under weather and sea conditions 
which were unusually favorable for the New York Bight Area at the particular 
time ot year of operations. Strong currents contributed to excessive lifts on the 
initial strip on (tern 115 and all data from that strip was rejected. Wind, seas, and 
currents did not adversely affect any other drag strips. High winds and heavy 
fog on several occasions precluded survey operations altogether. 

K. L)IVli\JG OPERA Tl\JNS 

i\Jo diving operations were conducted during this survey. 

L. TESTll\JG 

Testing results were recorded in both the rough and smooth tester volumes. 
The rough tester records the actual height of the mark on the tester pole after 
pick-up. In the smooth tester record, the test was recorded corrected to the 
wire depth. The smooth test record shows the actual I if t and sag. 

In the smooth test record, an asterick (*)next to the section indicates the 
test came from the HECK's Launch 20. 

L)efinitions in Testing. 

(I) Lift: The difference between the wire depth and the length of the 
upright. Numerically, lift is the difference between these two when the wire 
depth is less than the length of the upright. 
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• 
F. DATES OF SURVEY 

The actual survey in the New York Bight area began 

August 23 and ended October 31, 1978. 

G. TIDE REDUCERS 

Field reduction of each day's data was accomplished 

using predicted tides for Sandy Hook, New Jersey with the 

following correctors applied: 

TIDE CORRECTORS 

ITEM HW LW HEIGHT RA'I'IO 

1,2,3,4,5 -34 min. -43 min. x 0.98 

6,8,9 -36 min. -43 min. x 0.93 

7 -36 min. -43 min. x 0.96 

H. JUNCTIONS AND SPLITS 

There were no junctions or splits during this project. 
o,,~ _s.P/;I S! .. ,-,,,ts ,,,., 11.e .:S/1'7..,,,1), ,!J<f!'.D -"'hce.I.. ___s.,_.,_ 4e -;;:,.-,e".u . 

I. INCOMPLETE ITEMS 

According to project instructions, a total of nine 

(9) items were to be surveyed. Due to time limitations 




